SPDA 204: SPANISH REGIONAL FOLK DANCE

Dance classes are different from the rest of the classes you will be taking, since we will not be sitting and writing in a classroom. These classes are really fun. We will have the opportunity of learning Seville’s typical and popular dance: the SEVILLANAS, with lively songs full of rhythm.

Although it is amusing and entertaining, we need to bear in mind that it is also a CLASS, not simply a LEISURE hour. In class we will have to work and repeat the same steps many times in order to learn well and get excellent results, which we will notice when we dance with other sevillanos or with our fellow students at a party.

The dance course is 20 hours long and CC-CS awards one credit for it. Groups meet twice a week. At the end of the course there will a practical exam on the last day of classes. The grade is either PASS or FAIL, depending on students’ attitude, attendance and behavior in class.

As in the rest of your courses, attendance is extremely important for the course to develop and work well. PASSING or FAILING also depends on your attendance to each class. Over one unjustified absence results in a grade of FAIL.

We really hope you will enjoy these classes as much as we do.